
Let me 
capture 
your 

memories!
Family 

Portfolio Shoot  



Welcome . . .  
My private studio is tucked away on a private
farm just in the outskirts of Leeds.  It has been
designed to immediately make you feel relaxed
and get a big dollop of 'Female empowerment'.  

It's a place to celebrate all women.  Mothers,
Mums to be, New Mums and of course their
beautiful children.   Even if you won't be
appearing in the image yourself, you will be
treated like the queen you are.

Of course my studio welcomes boys in too! I am
in fact a Mum of 3 boys and creating mother and
son portraits is a favourite for me. 

I will work with each client individually to tailor
the session to suit your needs. I direct you
throughout the shoot so all you need to think
about is having fun.  



The Style 



Family Shoot 
Family sessions take place in the white
room in my studio.  This provides the
perfect soft neutral backdrop for timeless
family portraits.  I recommend wear
neutral tones and avoiding heavy patterns.  
Each session will vary slightly from one
family to the next.  Before your shoot I
will ask for the ages of your children so we
can plan the shoot accordingly.  I as a mum
of 3 myself  I know we can’t always plan
ahead on the mood of your little one with
how they will feel on the day.  However, I
have plenty of tricks up my sleeve to keep
them happy and entertained throughout the
session. 



How long will the session take?

Family sessions last approx 1-1.5 hours.  I try
to keep it as quick as I can so little people don’t
get board or tired.  For 6months + I ask to try
to time to session best you can around their nap

and feed times so we can hopefully grab the
images in these moments. 

How/when  do I choose my images?

You will receive a full online gallery within 10 days from
your shoot. These images are unedited and have my

watermark, from these images you choose whichever ones
you want to be fully edited. Once you have done this you

will receive a new gallery with your chosen edited images. 
They will be fully downloadable and you can share the link

with family and friends. 



Investment
There is of course no better memory than looking back at

family photos.  They change so much in those first few
years so myself and the team are always honoured when a

family trust us to capture these special memories. 

Details: 

Session time 1-2 hours 
Online viewing gallery to share with family
with 6 edited digital images of your choice 

£325
(Additional images are £25 per edit)

Full lightly edited gallery available to buy on request 

 



Products
Bring your images to life by hanging them on
the walls at home or in a beautifully designed

family album.  To keep your digital images safe
you could order a bespoke USB box. 

I can talk you through my products and help
create the right choice for your home.

Prices vary depending on product.


